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Stucture of the talk

• Evidence that policies fail.

• Why is failure so common?

– Five pathologies of complex systems

• What kind of approaches can work with 
complex systems?

• Conclusion: new approaches may help, but we 
must also adjust expectations about what can 
be achieved when dealing with complex 
systems.



Data on policy failure

• No sistematic data.

• Not even clear what is the 

definition of failure.



McConnell (2015, p. 221) “a policy fails, 

even if it is successful in some minimal 

respects, if it does not fundamentally 

achieve the goals that proponents set out 

to achieve, and opposition is great and/or 

support is virtually non-existent.”



King and Ivor (2014), for example, define a 

policy blunder, as opposed to a simple 

policy mistake, as “a case of a government 

initiative to achieve one or more stated 

objectives which not only fails totally to 

achieve those objectives, but in addition 

wastes very large amounts of public money, 

and/or causes widespread human distress, 

and was eventually abandoned or reversed, 

and was foreseeable.”



Three examples of prominent policy 
failure

• Microcredit

• Individual Transferable Quotas

• Mega-projects



Microcredit



Microcrédito

• Small loans to the poor (often to women)

• Collective

• Community 

• Entrepreneurship

• United Nation: 2005 Year of Microcredit.

• 2009 74 million people: US$38 billion.



















Markets for Property Rights - ITQ

• Tragedy of the Commons

• Collapse of fisheries across the world



Individual Transferable Quotas

• Create a market were one doesn’t exist

• Elegant solution (Cropper and Oates, 1992)

• The market limits extraction and allocates 

effort more efficiently than regulators





Evaluations of ITQs

• Science (2008) ITQ use reduced probability 

of collapse by 13,7% (sample of 11 thousand 

fisheries)

• Chu (2009): of 20 fisheries analyzed that use 

ITQs 12 showed some improvement. 

• Improvement in incomes but not in stocks.

• Redistributive distortions. 



Mega-Projects

• Mega-projects are “large-scale, complex 

ventures that typically cost US$1 billion or 

more, take many years to develop and build, 

involve multiple public and private 

stakeholders, are transformational, and 

impact millions of people”(Flyvbjerg, 2014, 

p. 6)







Mega-Projects

• 8% of world GDP.

• Attraction: the four “sublimes”

– Technological – engineers and technologists

– Political – politicians

– Economic – bankers and businessmen

– Esthetic – those who like iconic design



Results from Flyvbjerg’s (2014) analysis 
of all mega-projects over 70 years

• Success defined as being on budget, on time 

and deliver promised benefits.

• Results:

– 1 out 10 on time

– 1 out of 10 on budget

– 1 out of 10 delivered promised benefits

• Result: 1 out of 1000 is successful



Causes:

• Corruption

• Incompetence 

• Excess optimism

• Political incentives

• Nationalism

• Others



Often proposed solutions:

– More effort

– More information

– Better governance

– Better experts

– More transparency

– More political will

– More public spirit

– Better checks and balances



The complex nature of public policies

• More fundamental cause of policy failure:

– Most public policies deal with complex 

systems

– Complex systems cannot be closely 

controlled or predicted

– More effort, information, data, etc. can help, 

but are usually not the solution



Usual approach to public policies:

• There is a problem to be solved.

• Collect information.

• Consult experts.

• Pre-state alternative solutions.

• Calculate expected payoffs for each alternative under 
each pre-stated state of the world considering 
probabilities and risks.

• Choose the option with the highest expected payoff.

• Evaluate often and adjust the course.



This often works.
But if the domain is complex ...

• Five ‘pathologies’ complex systems 
make this approach ineffective of 
impossible.

• Using the traditional approach with 
complex systems often leads to policy 
failure.



Five Pathology of complex systems:

1. Public policy is non-linear and emergent

2. Public policy does not stay in equilibrium

3. Public policy evolves and coevolves with 

other domains (technology, institutions, 

norms, etc.)

4. Public policy is subject to cognitive biases.

5. Public policy is subject to the Lucas 

Critique and reactivity



How to make public policy fail less?

• Modern approaches (AI, IT, Big Data, etc.) ?

• Some aspirations should probably simply be 

avoided

• Main message: With complex systems one still 

must adjust expectations about what can be 

achieved





Some approaches that have the 
right epistemic atitude for dealing 
with complex systems



Wisdom of the crowd, prediction 
markets, collective brain, etc.





Nowcasting - “React to the present”



Mullet strategy



Shared spaces



Prizes 

1714 the Longitude Act in Britain





Nudge



Concluding remarks

• Recognize the complex nature of 

most policy domains.

• New technologies may help but 

complex systems can still not be 

controlled.

• In the end we must adjust our 

expectations of what can be achieved.







Hiding Hand Principle


